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People remain so focused on the
BPA-free label that they accept
potentially ‘regrettable substitutions,’
exposing themselves to chemicals
that they might otherwise reject.
HENRY I MILLER • 19

Lessons from Leipzig

Weaning Singaporeans off their cars
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T

he German city of Leipzig has a
youthful and carefree vibe with
beautiful archaic architecture.
With an area of only about 297 sq km
and housing 550,000 inhabitants, it is
also surprisingly nimble and diverse in
its public transport offerings.
Trams are the city’s main transport
arteries, supplemented by the S-bahn
train system, buses and ride-sharing
services that connect key spots along
the tram lines. Many people cycle too,
as the city has dedicated cycling lanes
and bicycle-sharing services.
Tram usage in Leipzig takes up
30 per cent of the total transport mode
pie, while cars and bicycles take up
40 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively. S-bahn accounts for the remaining 10 per cent. The city aims to lower
personal car usage to 30 per cent and
increase tram use to 35 per cent in the
next 10 years, Mayor Burkhard Jung
told me in a recent interview in this
city about 150km south of Berlin.
How does this compact and vibrant
city plan to wean its people off cars?
And what lessons in transport planning can Leipzig offer Singapore?
THE TRAM OPTION

Mr Jung says the key to people relying

less on their four-wheelers is to make
public transport attractive, reliable and
almost as fast as a car, while at the same
time reducing public space for cars.
Take the city’s tram network, for
example. It is the second biggest in
Germany, after Berlin, boasting a
route length of 150km, 13 lines and
516 tram stops with an average distance of 530m between stops.
Mr Jung said it’s a “very comfortable and direct system”, with trams
typically arriving every 10 minutes.
“Everybody knows you don’t have to
wait too long for the next one,” he said.
University student Sarah Peraz, 23,
told TODAY that trams are her mode
of choice because they are most accessible. “In 10 minutes, you can take five
or six trams because there are differ-
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ent numbers going to the same point.”
Ms Juliane Wilz, 20, said it is comfortable and safe, especially during winter, when it is too cold to ride her bike.
Mr Jung’s office is also planning
a “fast highway” for cyclists that run
from the south of the city to the inner
city. “You have to make it such that (the
message is) it’s fun and sexy to go by
bicycle or it’s comfortable to go by tram
during winter or heavy rains,” he said.
Agreeing, Mr Marc Backhaus, a
spokesman from Leipziger Verkehrsbetriebe (LVB) GmbH — which operates Leipzig’s tramway and bus transport services and is owned by the City
of Leipzig — says LVB tries to market
trams as modern vehicles and a fast
mode of transport with barrier-free
stops. The firm also run services more

frequently on Saturdays “to win more
passengers in times of high demand”.
The efforts have paid off. Trams
are the number one means of public
transport in Leipzig, ferrying about
110 million passengers a year. In contrast, buses carry about 25 million
passengers annually, while light railway is used by some 10 million passengers a year.
So the question one must ask is: If
Leipzig can do it, why not Singapore?
While Singapore has limited space,
Mr Jung said a tram system here is
possible, and less complicated because of its size. “If you can combine
the streets, and I think you have big
streets in Singapore, then I think it’s
possible to do it in the middle of the
street, and share it with cars.”
Mr Backhaus says tram lines require a width of approximately 7m of
the road if they run on a separate road
bed, but there are other space-saving
solutions. This includes street-level
tracks where trams and cars use the
same lane.
Terminal loops require a lot of space
so one option in Singapore is bi-directional trams with dead-end tracks,
he noted. This means instead of having trams circle around, they stop at a
terminal and head back the other way.
Singapore can use trams to complement its railway system, because it
is easier and a smaller investment to
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